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Why does Norman Wells matter to residents, 
investors and visitors in the future? 

What makes Norman Wells different or better 
than other places? What does Norman Wells 
want to be known for? 

How does the community put its ‘best foot 
forward’ to nurture economic opportunities?

The Town of Norman Wells is developing a new BRAND that 
will work to answer these questions. 

A brand is much more than a logo. Think of brand as being 
like an iceberg. The part we most commonly see is a logo, 
and perhaps things like signage, banners, a website, and 
some marketing and advertising. 

What we don’t see above the waterline is vision and 
strategy; where the Town identifies a vision of its future, and 
identifies strategic community and economic development 
actions that will work to help achieve that vision. Brand 
therefore works to answer deep questions at the soul of us 
as a community: What if we could achieve the exceptional 
as a community? and What kind of community do we want 
to leave behind for our children and grandchildren? 

The best brands are:
• Aspirational, in pursuit of community vision and the 

people and activities needed to achieve that vision
• Designed to have great “dare to be different” marketing 

salesmanship to break through a world of noise to 
connect with the people a community needs to thrive in 
the future

• An expression of what makes a community distinct 
in a competitive world where residents, visitors and 
investors have a world of choice

Today, Norman Wells can be appreciated for its Dene and 
Métis roots, cultural diversity, small-town connectivity, 
friendliness, and for its distinct oil industry within the 
Northwest Territories. A northern location presents 
challenges – from affordability to access to markets for 
economic activity.  

The population of Norman Wells is 7% less than it was 
10 years ago, which reflects a community that needs to 
re-energize pursuit of new economic pathways, and a 
challenge for communities when it comes to investing/re-
investing in infrastructure and amenities.
However, a northern location also presents opportunities, 
from WILDerness tourism (e.g. hunting, Canol Trail) to 
northern-inspired art and crafts, to critical minerals 
that support important manufacturing sectors like 
communication technology, aerospace, low-carbon 
solutions, and digital technology. 

This brand initiative provides the Town of Norman Wells 

with an opportunity to have residents look back on 2023 

as a year we put our puzzle pieces together into a realistic 

economic roadmap welded to a brand that communicates 

– to investment interests, to potential visitors, and 

for workforce attraction and retention – what we as a 

community want to achieve. 

We need your input and ideas! 

Look for a Community Survey and on the Town’s Facebook 
page (facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064557081168) in 
February, where we will ask residents some key questions. 
Responses will contribute to creating strategic direction for 
the new brand. A “Norman Wells Brand-Building Initiative” 
page on the Town of Norman Wells website (normanwells.
com) will be added to provide further background and 
initiative updates.  

The brand-building initiative is 100% grant funded through 
GNWT ITI Department (Industry, Tourism and Investment) 
Funding Programs and the Canadian Government and their 
Cannor department.

Anticipated to be completed by mid April, the initiative will 
see the participation of a Brand Committee, as well as Town 
Staff and Council in direction-setting. The Town of Norman 
Wells, who is leading the initiative, has retained Alberta-
based Unfussy (unfussybrands.com) to develop our brand. 



ABOUT BRAND
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WHAT IS BRAND…IN A NUTSHELL?

From a community perspective, brand is a beating heart (with each pulse a surge of core values and beliefs), and from a 
consumer perspective, brand is the emotional connection to that beating heart…working to answer the fundamental questions 
of “Why do you matter?” and “Why should anyone care?”

If we say “Norman Wells,” what comes to mind? 

Great community brands will have something come to mind quickly as being different or better than somewhere else. 

THE MOST EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY BRANDS….

1. Are more than a logo. They are a workhorse for 
representing focused, differentiated, and ambitious 
community and economic development vision/strategy, 
and they use marketing language to connect residents, 
investors and visitors to opportunities within that vision/
strategy  

2. Have breakthrough visual, content and marketing 
excellence in a world competing for attention. They 
overcome a paradox where more risk = less consensus. 
Simply put, we must be creatively brave to get noticed

3. Answer the question of “Why (Norman Wells)?” with 
establishment of differentiated value propositions 
(2-3) to create focused strategic and marketing actions 
that most align with what the community offers, vs 
the generalities of a statement like “discover us” that 
compromises investment/resident/visitor attraction 
efforts

4. Are about being different, not the same
5. Take time and consistency of effort

6. Don’t need expensive budgets…Just creativity and 
purposeful action

7. Have emotion at their heart in storytelling the life and 
times of the community, in recognition of neuroscience 
research which concludes that most of our decisions are 
emotion-based, and that we use facts to support these 
emotional decisions 

8. Grow into a “dare to be different” mentality and practice 
in strategy, brand and marketing by managing risk 
in three key ways: a) Raising the level of marketing 
distinctiveness over time; b) Thinking like the 
corporations and using taglines in marketing activities 
where creativity is more accepted by society 
(think Nike’s “Just Do It”, or Apple’s “Think Different” 
campaigns) and there exists the ability to adapt more 
frequently to changing circumstances; c) Understanding 
the bell curve of opinion and listening most to the 20% 
of community movers and shakers + the 60% silent 
majority who will embrace creativity in pursuit 
of ambition.

BRAND: THE DETAILS
WHY DO YOU MATTER? DEFINING THE TOWN OF NORMAN WELLS

You happily aren’t “the big city”; you are a small, tightly-knit northern community valued for its connectivity to people and place. 
Home of the Dene and Métis, and of proud traditions. A resource community. A niche investment attraction opportunity that 
carefully accesses the bounty of the land (animals, minerals, oil, forests) in ways that advance the best interests of its People. 

A brand isn’t just a logo. It’s an expression of a future 

horizon line for a community in pursuit of strategic 

stepping-stones and the strengthening of core pillars:

1. People: Their talent, their pride, and their investment in 
their community

2. Place: Where successful communities increasingly have 
to pay attention to investments in lifestyle amenity and 
enabling infrastructure (e.g. broadband) in a transition 

to a larger share of workforce who can work from 
anywhere as long as connectivity and lifestyle can be 
realized

3. Economy: Where employment sits at the top of our 
basic needs as people and families. But what jobs 
and in what sectors in a rapidly changing, increasingly 
technological and automated global economy? Brand 
helps put these pieces together 
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YOUR BRAND NEEDS TO BE ABOUT YOU

In this context, a great brand is about five things:

1. The way you do business
2. One belief in the community (that makes it 

different/better)
3. Your culture as a municipal organization and 

a community is 95% of your ability to achieve 
the exceptional

4. Dedication to product/service excellence 
and enhancement

5. Emotional bond with your community

Great brands are about everything you do. They are effective 
workhorses for your ambitious strategic objectives:
• You want to expand and diversify your economy
• You want to connect residents together in ambitious 

action….knowing that pride tethered to understanding 
of and belief in community vision has deep benefits 
including salesmanship, investment, and business 
retention and expansion

• You want a brand that considers and represents your 
values as a community

• You want to implement a strategic plan that connects the 
community development dots for people:  

job creation and workforce talent development, quality of 
place, environment, amenities, social conscience, fiscal 
responsibility, and governance leadership 

• You want to be left with a Directional Strategy that you 
feel ownership of and have internal capability 
to implement

You don’t want to be just another dot on a map. You want 
to be that place that people take pride in, and that people 
remember.

WHAT DOES BRAND SUCCESS LOOK LIKE?
• A growing population
• Residents with strong pride in their community – with all 

of its positive impacts
• Residents more engaged in their community
• Investment and entrepreneurs attracted to 

the community
• Growth of existing businesses
• A larger non-residential assessment base that enhances 

the ability to pay for desired services and amenities
• Greater ability to re-invest in infrastructure (e.g. water, 

sewer, roads, facilities) enabled by a greater proportion of 
non-residential assessment and new investment 

• Enhanced civic infrastructure (e.g. recreation amenity/
service levels)

BRANDING PROCESS:
OVERVIEW
Effective brands are about building strong linkage 

between what you want to say, who you will say it to, and 

how you say it. 

WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY: WHAT DOES THE TOWN OF 

NORMAN WELLS REPRESENT? 

A Town of Norman Wells value proposition (what makes the 
Town of Norman Wells different/better than other options 
people might consider?) needs to be identified. The more 
unique the product and experiences are, the stronger the 
value proposition, which has direct relationship with the 
ability to motivate people and companies to invest or visit.

The process of determining value proposition typically 
yields a “Holy Grail” – a simply articulated Vision of a desired 
future state. 

Vision and value proposition then shape all actions that are 
designed to achieve vision, and develop and/or enhance a 
value proposition. Target markets become those you need 
to help realize your vision, and who will recognize your value 
proposition.

This brand initiative will bridge three gaps that typically 
bedevil community brand initiatives: 1) There is considerable 
competition in the “small town” and “northern” space; 2) 
Rural communities are challenged – from infrastructure 
recapitalization to population growth - by accelerating 
urbanization and broader, global “new economy” transition; 
3) Community buy-in/leadership is inherently challenging 
(democracy) in terms of getting enough people into the 
same boat, rowing together. 
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• To establish a value proposition, we look to economic 
development strategy, data, and community insight

• We build community capacity to nurture buy-in and move 
forward more aggressively via community engagement, 
presentation, and mentorship

• To articulate your Vision, we visualize your community 
development pathway (i.e. a Plan on a Page) to get people 
singing from the same song sheet more quickly

• We look at a selection of competitor communities to 
make sure you are properly differentiated

WHO YOU WILL SAY IT TO: WHAT TYPES OF 

ENTREPRENEURIAL, TOURISM AND “RELOCATION” 

SPIRITS DOES THE TOWN OF NORMAN WELLS WANT 

TO ATTRACT?

Target market(s) that align with a community value proposition 
need to be identified and profiled. A target market is not 
“everyone” – because “everyone” will not want to visit, move 
to, or invest in, the Town of Norman Wells. We are looking 
for two distinct niche markets: 1) Those living in the Town 
with existing or budding entrepreneurial spirit who can be 
motivated to start or expand businesses via the Town’s 
community development and marketing activity, or those 
living in the community who can be motivated to contribute 
efforts to achieve community vision; and 2) A segment of 
the external (geography to be defined) entrepreneurial / 
investment / visitation population motivated to consider 
the Town because of a distinguishing set of features (“value 
proposition”) the Town offers that matches with a personal 
value system, lifestyle desires, 
and life-cycle motivations.

• We identify target investment markets related to your 
economic/industry profile and industry sector-based 
value proposition

• We create a set of key messages to align target markets 
with value proposition. These key messages form the 
“narrative” in a marketing program

HOW YOU SAY IT: HOW DO WE SELL THE TOWN OF NORMAN 

WELLS TO A TARGET AUDIENCE(S)?

• We need a brand image for the Town — a set of visual 
elements that enhances target market absorption of key 
messages. Building a strong brand image and applying 
it consistently forms the core of a sales pitch. In a world 
of marketing noise, it’s vital for communities to be more 
aggressive with its image: visuals, the written word, and 
marketing tactics.

• To establish brand image, we develop 2-3 visual 
identity options for Town consideration, and finalize  
a preferred option

• We produce a Brand Playbook to ensure consistent 
application of a new visual identity

• We illustrate (concept) selected brand-building ideas. 
Examples of typical early implementation include one 
or more of a municipal website, signage, advertising 
template(s), and light pole banners. We will determine 
what this looks like for Norman Wells in the brand 
engagement process

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER (FUTURE ACTIVITY)

• This initial brand-building foundation enables 
further refinement and implementation of economic 
development strategy

• An implementation plan that identifies yearly action 
priorities needs to be sustained over time. It doesn’t need 
to get lost in “big” or “expensive.” What’s more important is 
to keep it small, but keep it going as resources permit

For further information, please contact:

Carl Ceder 

Economic Development Officer 

Town of Norman Wells
edo@normanwells.com 

t: 867-587-3700 – Town Office
normanwells.com 


